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Some introductory comments

Two of the most celebrated questions in contemporary HEP and Cosmology :

Andreas Goudelis p.4

· They require the SM to be extended and placed 
within a cosmological context.

· They require Cosmology to be analyzed in terms 
more akin to particle physics.

This shared (rather conceptual) feature doesn’t necessarily imply that the two 
questions are related with each other. There are, of course, groups that work on 
both, as there are models which actually do address both. However :

· Arguably, the ;rst could be partly due to the fact that they share some common 
formalism and know-how (“particle cosmology”).

· The latter is frequently done in a somewhat “disconnected” manner, i.e. DM 
doesn’t play much of a role in baryogenesis and vice-versa.

The nature and origin of Dark 
Matter

The origin of the matter – antimatter 
asymmetry of the Universe



  

Unifying DM and the BAU

Two notable examples : 

Andreas Goudelis p.6

Asymmetric dark matter

WIMPy baryogenesis

· Generate an asymmetry in the dark or visible sector (or both, e.g. mirror DM).

· If necessary, appropriately transfer it to the other sector.

· Annihilate away the symmetric components.

→ Correlated asymmetries.

Vast literature, for a review cf e.g. arXiv:1305.4939

E.g. arXiv:1108.4653, arXiv:1112.2704

· Dark matter could be generated through the usual freeze-out mechanism.

· There is no fundamental reason why WIMP annihilations should respect CP/B.

· At some point WIMP annihilations do fall out of equilibrium.



  

The freeze-in mechanism

Andreas Goudelis

The freeze-in mechanism involves very weakly (“feebly”) interacting particles 
(FIMPs) that don’t reach thermal equilibrium with the SM thermal bath in the early 
Universe.

arXiv:hep-ph/0106249
arXiv:0911.1120
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2· Such particles can be produced cosmologically e.g. from 

the decay of some heavier state or from annihilations of 
bath particles.
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Could the same out-of-equilibrium 
dynamics be exploited in order to 
achieve succesful baryogenesis?

For the ;rst such proposal, 
involving asymmetric DM, cf 
arXiv:1010.0245



  

FIMPy baryogenesis: general idea

Andreas Goudelis

· The decays and/or annihilations that are responsible for dark matter production
can also violate both the baryon number B (or L) and C/CP.

· But, by construction, in freeze-in these processes are also out-of-equilibrium.

arXiv:2004.00636,  arXiv:2201.11502, 
arXiv:2111.05740,  arXiv:2204.13554

p.8

→ All three Sakharov conditions can be satis;ed.

Naïvely, if denote the measure of CP violation by ε
CP

, we would expect:

In practice, and sticking to decays, this limit cannot be achieved due to:

· Washout e<ects.

· CPT and Unitarity, which will force us to introduce multiple decay channels for 
our heavy particles.

NB: in arXiv:2004.00636 and  arXiv:2201.11502 
CP violation is rather due to DM oscillations



  

A concrete realization: toy model

Andreas Goudelis

Consider the SM along with a real singlet scalar FIMP S and two charged SU(2)-
singlet vector-like fermions F

i
, with all exotics odd under a discrete Z

2 
symmetry:

arXiv:2111.05740

p.10

Remarks: 

· This Lagrangian does not violate B or (total) L. This will come from sphaleron 
transitions later on.

· It does, however, contain an additional source of CP violation with respect to the 
SM, due to the complex nature of the λ

αi
 couplings.

Assume to be negligible

Feeble, complexKeep the F
i
’s in equilibrium 

with the plasma



  

A concrete realization: physics

Andreas Goudelis

Processes that contribute to the generation of dark matter and of a CP asymmetry:

p.11
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· The decays are the leading process. Scattering processes essentially just tend to 
wash out the generated asymmetry.

· In order to maximize CP violation, we will set M
F1

 ~ M
F2

.

· Most of the action takes place at temperatures T ~ M
F
.

· Non-equilibration is ensured by imposing :



  

Dark matter production

Andreas Goudelis

Generically, the Boltzmann equation reads :

p.12

where :
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Largely suppressed

In order to solve this equation : 

· Assume radiation domination.

· Neglect backreactions.

· Assume MB distributions.

→ In practice, decays dominate : arXiv:2111.05740



  

Baryogenesis - 1

Andreas Goudelis

· The decay processes in our model are the leading source of CP violation

p.13

General logic: 

· The F
i
’s carry the same lepton number as the SM leptons. De;ne: Y

L
 = Y

LSM
 + Y

LF
.

· All processes (incl. sphaleron transitions) conserve Y
B−L

 ≡ Y
B
 – Y

LSM
 – Y

LF
.

· All processes conserve Y
L
 except for sphaleron transitions : the latter are 

insensitive to Y
LF

 (the F
i
’s are SU(2)-singlets), but they can convert a non-zero 

lepton asymmetry stored in the SM sector into a baryon one.

· Then, if sphalerons decouple before all of the F
i
’s decay away, a net baryon 

asymmetry can be generated and survive to the present day.
Cf also “Dirac leptogenesis”, 
arXiv:hep-ph/9907562



  

Baryogenesis - 2

Andreas Goudelis

The Boltzmann equations for the various asymmetries read

p.14

where : 

The baryon asymmetry is simply given by : 
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arXiv:2111.05740



  

Results

Andreas Goudelis

All in all : a viable baryon asymmetry can be obtained along with the observed DM 
abundance in the Universe, as long as DM is quite light and the F

i
’s are close in 

mass (resonnant enhancement of CP violation).

p.16
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Baryon asymmetry OK

Required DM mass to reproduce 
Planck observations

Excluded by Lyman-α forest observations

arXiv:2011.13458

arXiv:2111.05740

· The F
i
’s cannot be too heavy, otherwise they decay before sphaleron decoupling 

→ the baryon asymmetry would be completely washed out.

→ The scenario can be partly probed at the LHC!

Cf also arXiv:1811.05478



  

A non-renormalizable version

Andreas Goudelis

What if DM interacts with the SM through non-renormalizable operators?

p.17

arXiv:2204.13554

Consider a similar extension of the SM by a complex scalar ;eld and two vector-
like fermions, described by the Lagrangian : 

which could, e.g., be obtained by integrating out some heavy scalar mediator ;eld. 
Additional contributions can be forbidden by imposing a Z

3
 symmetry as :

In this case it is, rather, scattering processes that dominate both DM production 
and baryogenesis.



  

Dark matter: Ultraviolet freeze-in

Andreas Goudelis

It is known that in such scenarios :

· The bulk of dark matter production takes place at the highest considered 
temperature (in this framework the “reheating temperature” T

RH
).

· The predicted DM abundance depends on this temperature.

p.18

arXiv:1410.6157

Indeed, if we consider a generic interaction described by an e<ective operator that 
scales as 1/Λn, by writing down and solving the Boltzman equation for DM 
production we ;nd :

where A is a coe<icient that depends on the underlying model. This leads to the 
prediction : 

This general formula can be straightforwardly applied to our scenario.



  

Baryogenesis - 1

Andreas Goudelis

Much like in the previous case, the model provides a source for CP violation 
whereas the ;nal baryon asymmetry is generated through the interplay with the 
EW sphalerons.

p.19
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In this case, the relevant processes are : 

+ subleading 3-body decays

and there are three sources of CP asymmetry : 

out of which only the ;rst two generate correlated asymmetries in the two sectors.



  

Baryogenesis - 2

Andreas Goudelis

The relevant Boltzmann equations in this case read : 

p.20

with numerical solutions resembling as : 

100 101 102 103
10-12
10-11
10-10
10-9
10-8
10-7
10-6
10-5
10-4
10-3
10-2

Given the temperatures that are the most relevant for our parameter space, the 
;nal baryon asymmetry in this case is found to be given by :

arXiv:2204.13554



  

Results: scalar DM

Andreas Goudelis

Once again, the mechanism works! Dark matter production and baryogenesis can 
be simultaneously achieved and, again, DM is predicted to be relatively light.

p.22

Computing what happens if T
RH

 > Λ would 

require knowledge of the underlying theory

Lower masses excluded by 
Lyman-α forest observations

arXiv:2011.13458

Both baryogenesis and 
DM viable, the latter 
with appropriate choice 
of the DM mass

Maximal value of T
RH

 

for which the observed 
DM abundance can be 
reproduced for given 
mass limit

· Less obvious connection with LHC physics, but possibilities do exist.

· Although our parameter space is viable, one might be troubled by such high 
values for T

RH
. Can we do better?

arXiv:2204.13554



  

Results: fermion DM

Andreas Goudelis

One straightforward way to achieve lower values for T
RH

 is by considering, rather, 

Dirac fermion DM.

p.23

Computing what happens if T
RH

 > Λ would 

require knowledge of the underlying theory

arXiv:2011.13458

Both baryogenesis and 
DM viable, the latter 
with appropriate choice 
of the DM mass

Maximal value of T
RH

 

for which the observed 
DM abundance can be 
reproduced for given 
mass limit

· In this case the relevant interaction is of mass dimension 6.

· Very similar mechanism as in the scalar case, but stronger temperature 
dependence → Can live with lower T

RH
.

arXiv:2204.13554

Lower masses excluded by 
Lyman-α forest observations



With an additional component

In particular the predicted values for the spectral index of the two-point correlation func-

tion of the primordial scalar perturbations, ns, and the tensor-to-scalar ratio r are shifted

by a particular amount if late entropy injection takes place [15–19].

The advantage of this scenario is that the values of the reheating temperature and

the dilution size are automatically correlated due to microphysical requirements. We will

show that for the allowed range of reheating temperatures and dilution sizes that lead to a

viable DM abundance and baryon asymmetry, the predictions of some typical inflationary

models are confined in a smaller range of values on the (ns, r) contour plane. We will also

show that dimension-5 and dimension-6 operators lead to di↵erent predictions, and there-

fore interesting conclusions can be inferred concerning the compatibility between concrete

microscopic and cosmological models. In order to be quantitatively specific we will make

use of some minimal and general models of inflation, namely large field models, small field

models and general models with a R
2-like plateau, so as to illustrate the interplay between

particle physics models and cosmology. We mention that our line of arguments and analysis

are general and can be also applied to other models that predict a baryon asymmetry and

DM production.

The paper is organised as follows: In Section 2 we review the main features of symmet-

ric DM freeze-in baryogenesis in its UV-dominated version and briefly introduce the models

that will be studied in the following. In Section 3 we show how the predicted abundance is

modified in the presence of a decaying fluid. In Section 4 we describe how the inflationary

observables are modified by the entropy that is injected upon the fluid’s decay, focusing

on some representative models of inflation. Lastly, in Section 5 we summarize our main

findings and conclude.

2 Ultraviolet-dominated freeze-in baryogenesis

Let us start by briefly reviewing the main features of the UV-dominated freeze-in baryo-

genesis mechanism, as presented in [9]. The starting point assumption is that the DM

particle species only interacts feebly with the bath particles through an e↵ective operator

Ô(n) of mass dimension (n + 4)

L � 1

⇤n
Ô(n) , (2.1)

where n = 1, 2, . . . and ⇤ is the energy scale of the e↵ective field theory (EFT). This

operator is responsible for the simultaneous generation of the freeze-in DM abundance and

of the baryon asymmetry of the universe. Due to the non-renormalizable nature of the

underlying interactions, both are mostly produced in the ultraviolet regime, i.e. close to

the reheating temperature TRH.

In the models that we will study, the DM is produced via pair-annihilations of bath

particles. In the limit that ⇤ is much larger than the masses involved, the DM yield obtained

by solving the corresponding Boltzmann equation can be written in a fairly compact form

[10]

YDM(T ) ⇡ 2A
4n+1

n!(n + 1)!

2n � 1

45

1024 ⇥ 1.66⇡7g⇤s
p
g⇤⇢

MPl (T
2n�1

RH
� T

2n�1)

⇤2n
, (2.2)

– 3 –
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where g⇤⇢(TRH) is the e↵ective number of relativistic species upon thermalization, r⇤ the

tensor-to-scalar ratio and PR(k⇤) the curvature power spectrum CMB scales, and we con-

sidered the BICEP2 bound r⇤ < 0.036 [20]. This upper bound on the temperature restricts

considerably the viable parameter space of our particle physics models of DM and baryon

asymmetry generation.

However, it is possible and plausible that after the inflaton decay the evolution of the

universe could have been episodic with additional reheating events. In particular, if a late

injection of entropy takes place during the pre-BBN cosmic evolution, the results obtained

in the previous sections can be essentially modified as we demonstrate below.

3.1 The fluid system of radiation and a scalar condensate

In many theories beyond the SM there generically exist scalar fields with rather flat po-

tentials and very weak or gravitationally suppressed interactions. These fields might never

be in thermal contact with the plasma and decay slowly. Well-known examples are given

by the moduli fields, predicted by stringy setups, and might have important cosmological

implications [21–25]. An early matter domination era has been studied in many di↵erent

contexts, see e.g. [18, 19, 26–28]. Let us call X a scalar field of this sort. If the X-

scalar potential is approximately quadratic about its minimum, it begins to oscillate when

mX ⇠ H, which corresponds to temperatures T ⇠ (mXMPl)1/2, and acts e↵ectively as a

pressureless scalar condensate. For MPl-suppressed interactions the X field decays at late

times ��1

X ⇠ (M2

Pl
/m

3

X) and for su�ciently large mX there is no conflict with the BBN

predictions. For typical initial displacements of the X field an early matter domination era

(EMD) can be realized.

In particular, the energy density of a coherently oscillating scalar about the minimum

of an e↵ectively quadratic potential scales in the same way as pressureless matter, ⇢X /
a
�3, and redshifts slower than the background radiation plasma. We suppose that at the

cosmic time tdom,X & m
�1

X this scalar temporarily dominates the energy density of the

early universe until it decays, at tdec,X , reheating the universe for a second time at the

temperature Tdec,X . This transit EMD era dilutes any pre-existing abundances of the

relativistic degrees of freedom by the amount

�EMD ⌘ Sfinal

Sinitial

⇡
Tdom,X

Tdec,X
, (3.3)

where Sinitial and Sfinal denote the comoving entropy of the universe at times well be-

fore (t ⌧ tdec,X) and after (t � tdec,X) the decay of the X field. Note that �EMD ⇡
(⇢dom,X/⇢dec,X))

1/4.

In order to incorporate this interfering process in our analysis, we assume a universe

initially dominated by radiation where freeze-in DM and baryon asymmetry are produced.

We also assume the presence of the aforementioned scalar field X. The X-decay enriches

the radiation fluid and the evolution of the cosmological background is described by the

– 7 –

Figure 2: The evolution of the energy densities of two interacting fluids, radiation (red) and a
scalar field X (blue), with respect to the e-folds number Ñ , normalized by the energy density at
the moment of X domination (Ñ = 0). With a dashed line we depict the evolution of the radiation
energy density in the absence of X decays and with a dot-dashed the radiation component produced
from the out of equilibrium X-decay. The Figure illustrates a scenario where the scalar condensate
domination lasts ÑEMD ⇠ 12 e-folds and realizes a dilution of size �EMD ⇠ 104.

system of equations,

d⇢X

dÑ
= �3⇢X � �X

H
⇢X (3.4a)

d⇢rad

dÑ
= �4⇢rad + (1 � BDM)

�X

H
⇢X (3.4b)

d⇢DM

dÑ
= �4⇢DM + BDM

�X

H
⇢X (3.4c)

dH

dÑ
= � 1

2HM
2

Pl

✓
⇢X +

4

3
⇢DM +

4

3
⇢rad

◆
, (3.4d)

where dÑ = d(ln a) = Hdt is the di↵erential of the e-folds number. We assume that X

decays symmetrically into SM particles and that the branching ratio of X into DM particles,

BDM ⌘ Br(X ! DM), is vanishing. For BDM = 0 the above system can be e↵ectively

reduced to a system of two interacting fluids, the scalar field X and the radiation. Our

DM particle is relativistic, albeit not in thermal equilibrium, and its energy density only

redshifts with time and is not sourced by the X decay, BDM�X⇢X/H = 0. The result of

the interchange in the energy density among the di↵erent components is that the early

produced freeze-in DM abundance and lepton asymmetry are diluted by an amount �EMD

at later cosmic times t > ��1

X .

Figure 2 depicts the evolution of this two-fluid system for an illustrative scenario where

the scalar X dominates the energy density of the universe for about ÑEMD ⇠ 12 e-folds

after choosing the value �X/H = 10�8 for the scalar condensate fluid at the moment of

early matter-radiation equality, that results in a dilution of size �EMD ⇠ 104. The X-

condensate fluid is responsible for an early matter domination phase after the freeze-in
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Figure 3: (a) The allowed parameter space for the d = 5 model in the (⇤, TRH) plane. The parameter space is

saturated for �EMD ⇡ 3.7 ⇥
⇣mLy�↵

keV

⌘
3/4

due to the thermalization of DM; i.e., as more entropy is injected in

the plasma, the parameter space starts to be pushed towards the limiting line TRH = ⇤ and becomes smaller. This

results in an absolute upper bound �EMD . 4⇥ 10
4
(for |�2| = 1). (b) The allowed parameter space in the ⇤�m'

plane. Here, larger values of �EMD lead to a decrease of the allowed area, but for increased values of the DM mass.

The green-shaded area indicates the full parameter space allowed for all values of �EMD.

As this trend continues for increasing �EMD, ⇤ starts approaching the limit of TRH, which

is a limiting value for our EFT-based analysis. In other words, the allowed parameter space

in the (⇤, TRH) plane gets squeezed towards line TRH = ⇤.

The allowed values of the DM mass, on the other hand, behave much more as expected:

keeping all other parameters constant, larger dilution factors can be compensated by larger

values of the DM mass in order to saturate the Planck data bounds. A large part of the

available parameter space corresponds to rather small values for the dilution factor, which

is an outcome of the DM non-thermalization condition. Note that the green-shaded area

in Figure 3b indicates the full available parameter space once �EMD is allowed to vary

continuously between 1 and ⇠ 104.

In summary, for moderate O(1 � 102) values of �EMD the allowed parameter space

increases whereas for much higher values & O(104) one starts approaching the limitations

of an EFT-based analysis. The DM mass is always allowed, or even required, to take larger

values with respect to the case of a standard thermal history.

3.2.2 Dimension-6 operator and late entropy production

In the case of a dimension-6 operator, when a late entropy production takes place, the

corresponding expressions that constrain the energy scale of the EFT and the reheating
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Figure 4: The viable parameter space for the d = 6 case, projected in the (a) (TRH,⇤) and (b) (m�,⇤) planes. All

colour codes are identical to the ones in Figure 3.

temperature are reformulated as follows,

⇤ ⇡ 7.8 ⇥ 1014 GeV

�
|�1|2 + |�2|2

�
4

(||||�1||�2|2(|�1|2 � |�2|2) sin (��)|)3/2
⇣

m�

10 keV

⌘
4

��5/2
EMD

(3.10a)

TRH ⇡ 7 ⇥ 1013 GeV

�
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5

||||�1||�2|(|�1|2 � |�2|2) sin (��)|2
⇣
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⌘
5

��3

EMD
. (3.10b)

Similarly to the d = 5 case, the value of the DM mass, m�, can be expressed in terms of

�EMD as

m� ⇡ 10 keV

✓
⇤

7.8 ⇥ 1014 GeV

◆
4

✓
7 ⇥ 1013 GeV

TRH

◆3
�EMD

(|�1|2 + |�2|2)
. (3.11)

Our results are presented in Figure 4. Once again, in the left-hand side panel we show

the viable parameter space in the (⇤, TRH) plane for the benchmark choice of parameters

|�2| = 1, || = 1 and |��| = ⇡/2. The di↵erent colour regions correspond to di↵erent

values for the dilution factor �EMD, whereas the solid line depicts the limit TRH < ⇤. In

the right-hand side panel our results are projected on the (⇤,m�) plane.

The general qualitative trend is identical to the dimension-5 case, with the allowed

(⇤, TRH) parameter space increasing for moderate values of the dilution factor and, even-

tually, getting squeezed towards the limit ⇤ = TRH. Higher values of the DM mass become

available, or even necessary, depending on the exact value of �EMD.
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Summary and outlook

Andreas Goudelis

· There is no a priori reason why the observed dark matter abundance and the 
matter-antimatter asymmetry of the Universe should admit a common explanation.

· However, it is a possibility. And a much welcome one! This is the reason why such 
an option has been entertained since quite a few years and in the context of 
di<erent DM generation mechanisms (asymmetric DM, freeze-out, freeze-in).

· Freeze-in production of DM, in particular, constitutes an interesting playground 
for baryogenesis, since it incorporates from the start one of the three Sakharov 
conditions: out-of-equilibrium dynamics.

· “Freeze-in baryogenesis” can work in wildly di<erent contexts (asymmetric dark 
matter, symmetric dark matter that is mostly produced in the IR, UV freeze-in) and 
it can give rise to interesting signals at the LHC.

p.24

Thank you!

· Interesting question: symmetric dark matter freeze-in baryogenesis scenarios 
seem to predict rather light DM. How generic is this feature ?


